
Notice and schedule for online counselling of round 3 WB state quota PG 
Medical seats 2014

Sl.
no

Events Time and date of activity Total number of 
days

1 Payment of counselling fees 
offline through generation of e-
challan for new registration 
(For the eligible and qualified 
candidates not yet registered in 
round 1 of the online state PG 
medical counselling) 

18.06.2014 to 21.06.2014 
(during banking hours)

4 days

2 Display of seat matrix# for 
Round 3

21.06.2014 
1 day

3 New registration for 3rd round of 
online State PG medical 
counselling subject to prior 
submission of seats

20.06.2014 (10 am 
onwards) to 23.06.2014 
(up to 5 pm) as per server 
time

4 days

4 Choice filling^ ( for eligible 
candidates*) in round 3

22.06.2014 (10 am 
onwards) to 24.06.14 (up 
to 3 pm) as per server 
time

3 days

5 Choice locking 24.06.2014 (from 10 am to 
3 pm) as per server time

1 day

6 Choice processing $ 25.06.2014 1 day
7 Publication of result for round 3 25.06.2014 1 day
8 Online reporting at the allotted 

centres for the newly allotted/up 
graded candidates

26.06.2014 to 30.06.2014
(Except Sundays and 
public holidays) on 
working days between 10 
am to 4 pm as per server 
time

5 days

Note: * Eligible candidates are as follows:

1. Newly registered candidates in round 3.
2. Candidates already registered in earlier round and filled up choice but not been 

allotted any seat till round 2.
3. Candidate already registered in earlier round but not filled up choice then.
4. Candidates already registered in earlier round, allotted, admitted, and then

opted for up gradation in round 3.
5. Those candidates who are currently admitted in the diploma seats like DMRD, 

DMRT, DDVL and DA at IPGMER and subsequently found to be derecognized 
by MCI; they can also opt for round 3 online counselling even if not opted 
earlier for up gradation in round 3.

The candidates who are not eligible to participate in the round 3 of WB PG Medical online 
counselling 2014 are as follows:

1. Those who have registered earlier, filled up choice and got a seat in round 1/round 
2 but not reported to the institution concerned for online reporting and admission.
2. Those who have registered earlier, filled up choice, got a seat in round 1/ round 2, 
have reported and admitted, but not opted for up gradation in round 3.



3. Those who have registered earlier, filled up choice, got a seat in earlier round/s, 
reported to the concerned institution but subsequently have resigned from their 
reported seat and thereby are out from the online counselling process.

In order to participate and to get allotment in the round 3 of online counselling, all the 
candidates have to fill choices afresh. The choices filled in round 1 would not be 
considered for allotment in the round 3.

#    Seat matrix will contain seats as follows:

1. Newly added West Bengal state quota seats (added after publication of seat 
matrix prior to round 1).

2. Vacant state quota seats after round 2 of online state quota counselling
(excluding seats which were declared derecognized subsequently).

3. Returned vacant All India Quota seats after round 3 of online All India 
counselling

4. Virtual vacancies in state seats (Seats where candidates have opted for up 
gradation in round 3. These seats will be available to other candidates only if 
the candidates occupying them are up graded to another seat of their choice.)

^Choice filling: All OCQ (open category quota) candidates who are eligible to 
participate in third round of WB state quota online counselling for PG Medical seats 
2014 can give choice to all seats displayed in seat matrix pertaining to OCQ (open
category quota) seats irrespective of sub category (UR/SC/ST/OBC/PH) as seat 
conversion will take place if required candidates are not available in subcategories 
under OCQ. 

Similarly all SCQ (service category quota) candidates who are eligible to participate in 
third round of WB state quota online counselling for PG Medical seats 2014 can give 
choice to all seats displayed in seat matrix pertaining to SCQ (service category quota) 
seats irrespective of sub category (UR/SC/ST/OBC/PH) as seat conversion will take 
place if required candidates are not available in subcategories under SCQ.

$ Choice processing will include seat conversion separately for OCQ and SCQ 
candidates as follows:

PH seats  respective categories first

SCST and vice versa and then  UR

OBC A  OBC B AND vice versa  UR

No conversion from OCQ to SCQ and vice versa will occur.

OTHER PERTINENT INFORMATION:

1. Seat surrender: - The online West Bengal state quota PG Medical seat 
surrender module will close on 18.06.2014 at 5 pm.

2. For filling up of residual seats after closure of admission process of round 3 
counselling, a merit wise waiting list will be prepared separately for not allotted 



OCQ and SCQ candidates (even in round 3). A mop up allotment will be offered 
to candidates at the WBUHS premises (time and date will be informed later on) 
based upon such list. This mop up allotment and admission must be 
completed before 10th July 2014 as per order of the Honourable Supreme Court 
of India. 

3. The session to commence from 30th June 2014.

SD/-
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